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Palestinian Ambassador to Kuwait Rami Tahboub con-
gratulated HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah on the 13th anniversary of his assumption as the
ruler of Kuwait and for the upcoming National and
Liberation Day celebrations. He was elated over the par-
ticipation of hundreds of students from various schools in
Kuwait - mostly Palestinians - but also students of other
nationalities. 

Tahboub said this remarkable participation reflects
sincere love for Palestine and its rich history and cultural
heritage. “Thank you, and I am pleased to welcome you
today and share this special Palestinian Day, through
which I extend my thanks and appreciation to the
Kuwaiti Journalists Association represented by Adnan
Al-Rashed, Vice President of the Kuwait Journalists
Association, and Abd Al-Rahman Al-Alyan, Editor-in-
Chief of Kuwait Times. Special thanks to the Gulf
University for Science and Technology for its generosity
in giving us its stage for this ceremony, and Adnan Saad,
the General Coordinator of the ‘Colors of Palestine
Drawing  Competition’, in which thousands of students
participated from all over Kuwait,” he said. 

Tahboub also thanked all the sponsors, without whom
this competition would not have been possible. “The idea
of the ‘Colors of Palestine’ competition came about to
make our children of different age groups soar with their
imagination in the beloved atmosphere of Palestine, visual-
ize its blessed land, enjoy the beauty of its nature and be
familiar of its loyal and devoted people defending its
Christian and Islamic faiths,” he noted.

The head of the panel of judges, Abdulkareem Al-
Enezi, confirmed the participation of over 10,000 stu-
dents from different age groups representing public and
private schools. “A lot of gratitude to all students who
participated in the ‘Colors of Palestine’ competition - we
are very happy for what you showed. Students drew
amazing creatively-coordinated artistic paintings. They
proved their skills of creativity and ingenuity by their
touches, artistic creativity, dilettantism of aesthetic val-
ues and expression using colors and materials to com-
plete their paintings in joyful atmospheres. They mas-
tered choosing colors that reflected on the grace of the
painting, which was a transparent and genuine expres-
sion of childish views,” he added. 

Adnan Saad, the overall coordinator of the competition,
was happy over the overwhelming turnout, as the drawing
competition’s objective was firstly to promote and develop
the idea of recognizing peoples and countries. “It pro-
motes the involvement of the new generation by providing
them with the means to contribute effectively to the
progress of their society,” he said. “It also plays a mean-
ingful role in learning about the special friendship between
Kuwait and Palestine. The artistic performance of the stu-
dents impressed me. Their paintings do not only reflect the
beauty of the nature of Palestine, but also a new and
unique perspective added by their origins and talents
upon translating our culture, the struggle of our people
and the richness of our history, customs, traditions and
cultural heritage,” he said.

Kuwait and Palestine share many values that con-
tributed to the consolidation of not only friendship, but
also strong mutual partnership in view of the sincere inter-
est and enthusiasm shown by these students - future lead-
ers - in Kuwait and other countries whose students partic-
ipated in this artistic competition. “The students reflected
innovation in their drawings. They took the opportunity to
express their feelings, skills and artistic abilities to

enhance their confidence in themselves and express their
interaction, abilities, feelings and artistic talent,” Saad
added. “These expressions bear a lot of meaning. It is not
necessary to be a Palestinian to love Palestine because its
love does not depend on nationality or identity ... its love is
by nature. It is like our love for our mothers without think-
ing,” he explained.

Here are some quotes by students in their drawings:   
Issa Al-Asfour, 10, from Ghars Bilingual School, wrote

on his painting in bold: “All of me is Palestinian; I am
Palestinian, my name is Palestinian, and my heart is
Palestinian. Letters in my name help me, enhance me and
feed me with your love, my Palestine.”

Fahd Talal Al-Mutairi, 9, from Iqraa School, wrote on
his painting: “Homeland smells like martyrs, so how cannot
jasmine be jealous of it?”

Aisha Waleed Al-Hajri, 7, from Ramleh Om Al Mo’mnein
School, 7 years old, wrote on her painting: “O Jerusalem,
your eyes are sad; you are a virgin, shaded and passed by
the Prophet (PBUH); and you are the shortest link between
the earth and the sky, the holy light of the canons, and city
of mosques. You are like a beautiful and sad girl with
burned fingers.” 

Faisal Ghazi, 6, from Al-Nour School wrote: “We are
from there, we are alive and will still be alive ... and the
dream is continuous. Palestine is free and independent.” 
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Awards, recognition at ‘Colors of
Palestine’ drawing competition 

By Ben Garcia 

The distribution of awards for a drawing competition organized by the Kuwait Journalists Association (KJA) was held on
Sunday at the Gulf University for Science and Technology (GUST). The competition with the theme ‘Colors of Palestine’ was
held under the patronage of the ministry of education and the Embassy of Palestine in Kuwait. Hundreds of students and

parents attended the ceremony. 


